Be sure to follow Agoonoree on Facebook and Instagram!
**DAILY JOKE**

Why didn't the skeleton go to the dance?  
Because he had no BODY to go with

How did Jack Frost get to school?  
Bi-icicle

What did the shy pebble wish?  
That she was just a little boulder

---

**RUMOUR HAS IT?**

Kids are being diagnosed with Fortnite withdrawals. Symptoms include Fortnite dancing.

Oli D from VC was born with a hat attached to his head and it hasn’t come off since.

A Troop Leader and a Deputy Camp Chief are married.

---

**REMINDERS**

- Always wear your hat and scarf  
- Agoonoram is looking for suggestions/gossip come and find us opposite the admin tent!  
- Always stay in patrols when going to and from activities  
- Keep water bottles on you at all times

---

**Troop Report—Yellow**

A message from troop leader Erin:

“Yellow is clearly the best troop on camp. We have lots of food and fun and most importantly, we have plenty of Bohemian Rhapsody to listen to. So far everyone seems to be having a good time and enjoying the activities.”

Is yellow troop the best troop and should they be banned from playing Bohemian Rhapsody?

---

**RIDDLES**

1. What is as large as an elephant but weighs nothing?  
2. I’m a red house, inside a white house, inside a green house, what am I?

Answer to yesterday’s riddle—Nothing

---

**Shower Thoughts:**

French Fries are made in France but cooked in Greece. (Grease)

What if grass is all blue and humans are just colour-blind.
**Rover Tag**

The rover’s game of tag is off to a roaring start with many rovers having already been eliminated. Our favourite tag so far was completed by a rover who used fairy bread, which they had to beg catering for, to tag their unsuspecting target at the bottom of the abseiling tower.

---

**Buddy The Medical Dog**

There have been sights of a dog around Agoonoree this year. This dog’s name is Buddy and he is a very special boy. Buddy’s role is to assist one of our venturers, Nic Blyth, with a medical condition called Type 1 Diabetes. Type 1 Diabetes is a serious condition that affects many people and should be treated as such. Buddy detects a scent that Nic lets out on his breath if he is getting close to having a hypo (Low Blood Sugar). If you have any questions for Nic about Buddy, feel free to ask when Nic is not busy. Buddy is **not** to be touched (even if he is not wearing his jacket) as he is always on duty and will be with Nic throughout all of camp.

---

**Strawberries**

The camp has received a large shipment of strawberries. These berries have all passed through a metal detector and are completely safe to eat (they are also...
Night activities are fully underway with all scouts, guides and guests participating in the Rover night and all the rotations they offered to amuse us. Last night, the disco was popping with excitement with all troops showing their best moves and having a well earned night with their patrols and guests. The next few nights will be packed full of excitement which includes the movie night and closing ceremony with a campfire.

THE BOX

Rodhana A (VC)
Moonboot/ Strawberry (Green)
Laura M (Pink)
Aimee D (Orange)
Nathan N (Green)

DORA THE EXPLORER EXPOSED!!!!

Dora the explorer is a widely famous children's TV show who’s main character embarks on many explorations to discover new lands far and wide. However, has television been lying to us for years? A recent study has shown that exploring isn't what Dora is doing at all. Is it really exploring if you have a magic map that assists in “Searching for new Places”? Is this all a hoax or is Dora the explorer not as we thought?
Kebab Scandal Rocks Grey Troop

A new crisis hits Agoonoree as wooden sticks were found in Kebabs on Monday at lunch time. Research conducted by Grey Troop proves that these sticks are not edible and should be removed from all meat before consumption. The meat is not harmful if the sticks are removed as soon as possible however we recommend eating the meat while hot. All campers are warned to check their kebabs for the pesky sticks before consuming any. Grey B will be conducting a thorough investigation as to the origin and meaning of these sticks.

What’s on at Bungalow?

All scouts, guides and guests are invited to check out bungalow in their free time and see all the awesome activities they have to offer. Some of these include Flying Fish Kites, Thumb Pianos, Sushi Bowls and Postcards. Come craft your own at free time over at Bungalow.

Come check us out at the Agoonoram desk (next to merchandise) to submit an article or just for a chat. We can sign off a box in books for all patrol members and are happy to take article requests. Be creative with ideas as we are giving away hats for the most original suggestion of the day.

The Agoonoram Team: Joseph Thomas, Ebony Eickenloff, Josh Drozda, Rafaela Hannouf